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Sirocco Vacuums  and  BullDogPro PressureWashers  are manufactured by.. 

 

Cleaning System Specialists, Inc.  dba  Pressurewasher.net 

 

call   800-400-CLEAN (2532)          e-mail..  sales@PressureWasher.net 

 

 

 

#SC21v   Vacuuming   Surface  cleaner 

Control overspray  from pressure washing sidewalks, warehouse floors, tile surfaces and more. 
Sanitize with up to 250oF    as fast as you can walk,  and have dry floors in minutes ! 

Add our filtration for Re-Use and have the ultimate in water conservation too ! 
Our Closed Loop Cleaning Systems are revolutionary in enviro-compliance and time savings.  

When the pressure washing and  wash water control  are  done  simultaneously…(aka.. NO Rinsing !) 

you have a  net increase in workspeed  which quickly pays for  the equipment ! 
 

 

 
  Model            Max PSI          Max GPM         Max Temp.        SHIP WT  
 

SC-12v        4000            4            230˚ F       12 lbs. 

SC-12v+     ..modified vers.. requires only  75 CFMs to work ! 

SC-21v      5000            8            230˚ F       39 lbs. 

SC-30v      4500           14            230˚ F       50 lbs. 

SC-40v      4500           20            230˚ F       70 lbs. 

 
 

21” vacuum  version  requires only 170 CFMs  and  4 gpm at  4000 psi    “brings it to life” 

but.. 5.5  to 6.5 gpm  at  4000+  is best  … to 98% capture !      21” can go up to  5000 sq.ft/hr,  

 30” version requires 450cfm min. but if you want to go FAST, and you have the  equipment to run it.. 

you go like crazy !!     do up to  20,ooo sq.ft/hr. ! 
40” vers. requires 500-650cfm .. for up to  40,ooo sq.ft/hr. 

7000 psi versions also available. 
 

3 and 4 nozzle SprayBars  are available for the 21”   and  40” version with  dual 20” rotors 
3 nozzle arms are standard on the 30” and 40” versions.                call with every question ! 

 

With the convenience of the 
Auto Pump-Out feature you’ll 
never have to stop working to 
dump your tanks.  

Triple vacuum intake tubes remove 90-98% 

of dirty wash water during cleaning process 

Stainless steel outer shell for added  
strength and rust resistance. 

Hand  held  “SideKick“  cleaning wand  
     conveniently  located onboard  for  

cleaning in corners and  tight areas 

Wheeled  carriage  for  easy portability  over  uneven 
terrain and  to  minimize or  eliminate  back strain. 

..while the vacuum sucks against the ground. 

Quick-couple  trigger handle for  easy 

removal and  attachment  of  spray wand 

Choose from several powerful yet affordable vacuum 
options to power your new reclaim system… 

Performance pays for itself !! 

Vacuums, hoses and 
waste tanks are sold 

separately High pressure water filter insures 

clean spray nozzles 

 

 

12” version 
Works great with 

3 to 4gpm  
and a shop-vac ! 

The #1 MOST important reason to own these is 
instant-capture, but..  When you see your     

quality of clean improve too.. 
                    So  don’t  be  surprised.. 
The vacuum draws the water away from the 
spray area, removing the water-puddle from 
slowing the spray-impact. Also allowing for a 

faster-spinning spray-bar.. = more WorkSpeed ! 


